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Where does computer science as an intellectual discipline fit in human discourse? The 
traditional curricular distinction of theory and systems points to computer science being both a 
mathematical and an engineering discipline. What is perhaps more controversial is whether 
computer science can also claim to be a true science. Over a dozen contributors have looked at 
this question of identity from as many viewpoints. In this closing statement, we emphasize six 
themes running through these 16 commentaries and draw some conclusions that seem to be 





















tributary& to& mathematics,& Mother& of& all& Sciences,& borrowing& formalisms& and& fundamental&
notions&and&contributing&its&own&as&well?&Is&it&a&science,&sharing&the&mindset&and&philosophical&
underpinnings& of& physics,& chemistry,& biology,& and& psychology?& Or& is& it& engineering,& bringing&
constructive&approaches&and&wondrous&creations?&
Most&computer&scientists& feel& that& the&proper&reply& is&not&either-or&among&these&choices,&but&
rather&and,& all& of& them.&The& traditional& curricular&distinction&of& theory& and& systems&points& to&





We& refer& to& those& authors& appearing& just& once& in& the& symposium& by& their& last& names:& Cuny&
(contribution&No.&4),&Carlson&(No.&5),&Yaffe&(No.&6),&Anderson&(No.&7),&McGeoch&and&Moret&(No.&
8),& Sjøberg& (No.& 9),& Guzdial& (No.& 10),& Alderson& (No.& 11),& Gelenbe& (No.& 12),& Tichy& (No.& 13),&
Rosenbloom& (No& .14),& and& Bell& (No.& 15).&We& refer& to& Vint& Cerf’s& CACM& essay& “Where& is& the&
Science& in& Computer& Science”& as& Cerf/A& and& in& his& followaon& essay& “Computer& Science&
Revisited”&(No.&2)&as&Cerf/B,&and&Peter&Denning&in&his&Opening&Statement&as&Denning/A&and&in&










Denning/A& got& us& started& by& emphasizing& “experimental& methods.”& Tichy& quoted& Richard&
Feynman:&“The&fundamental&principle&of&science,&the&definition&almost,&is&this:&The&sole&test&of&
the&validity&of&any&idea&is&experiment.”&
Cerf/A& stated,& “in& the& physical& world,& science& is& largely& about& models,& measurement,&
predictions,& and& validation.& Our& ability& to& predict& likely& outcomes& based& on& models& in&
fundamental& to& the& most& central& notions& of& the& scientific& method.”& Denning/B& offered& the&
following&definition:& “The& key& affects& of& experimental& science& are& an& apparatus& for& collecting&
data,&a&hypothesis,&and&systematic&analysis&to&see&whether&the&data&supports&the&hypothesis.”&
(One&of&us&has&argued&elsewhere&that&debugging,&a&task&familiar&to&all&computer&scientists,&is&in&
fact& a& highly& specific& example& of& the& scientific& method& [1].)& Carlson's& definition& is& broader:&
“Science&is&everything&we&know&about&the&physical&Universe,&and&how&we&know&it.”&He&further&
explained,&scientists&“always& fit& theories& to& facts,&never& facts& to& theories.”&And&added,&“Doing&
science& is& all& about&making& sure& you're& not& fooling& yourself.”& This& gets& back& to& the&notion&of&
science& as& uncovering& “empirical& truth.”& Yaffe& went& into& more& detail& by& listing& 16& character&










1970s),& theoretical& and& experiment& algorithms& were& much& the& same,& and& thorough&
experimental&assessments&were&common&across&all&of&computer&science&…&Along&the&way,&the&
theory& and& experiment& became& decoupled,& perhaps& because& of& enormous& complexities& in&
setting& up& meaningful& experiments& We& are& move& now& toward& reintegration& of& these& two&
aspects&of&our&field.”&









“[Perlis]& argued& that& computer& science& is& the& study& of& process,& [which]& is& important& to&
everyone.”)& Cerf/A& argued& “the& term& ‘computer& science’& raises& expectations,& at& least& to& my&
mind,&of&an&ability&to&define&models&and&to&make&predictions&about&the&behavior&of&computes&
and&computing&systems,”&and&concluded,&“as&a&group&of&professionals&devoted&to&the&evolution,&








make& predictions& about& the& behavior& of& complex& processes.”& He& concluded,& "there& really& is&
science&to&be&found&in&computer&science.”&
McGeoch&made&the&same&point&concerning&algorithm&research:&“There&are&three&main&activities&
in& algorithm& research:& analysis,& which& is& about& predicting& performance& [echoing& this&
identification&of& science&by&others&previously&mentioned];&design,&which& is& about& finding&new&
and&better&ways&to&solve&problems;&and&models&of&computation,&which&is&about&understanding&
how& design& and& analysis& changes& when& the& basic& operations& (defined& by& the& platform)& are&
modified.”& In&all& three&areas,& theoretical&methods&necessarily&make&simplifying&assumptions—
worstacase& inputs,& dominant& operation& costs,& and& the& RAM.& Experimental&methods& fill& in& the&
gaps&between& those&simplifying&assumptions&and& real&experience&by& incorporating& interesting&
subclasses&of&inputs,&constant&factors&and&secondary&costs,&and&more&realistic&machine&models.”&


















to& be& done.& So& his& reply& would& be:& “No,& computer& science& is& not& a& natural& science.& It& is&
artifactual,& that& is,& artificial.”& Cerf/A& continued& that& thought:& “Alan& Turing& drew& dramatic&
attention& to& the& artificiality& of& these& systems& with& what& we& now& call& the& Universal& Turing&
Machine.& This& conceptual& artifact& emphasizes& the& artificial& nature& of& computation.& ...& That&
software& is& an& artifact& seems&obvious.&Moreover,& it& is& a& strikingly& complex& artifact& filled&with&
layer&upon&layer&of&components&that&exhibit&dependencies&and&complex&and&often&unpredicted&
(not&to&say&unpredictable)&behaviors.”&&
Denning/A& noted,& “In& 2008,& Kari& and& Rozenberg& wrote& an& excellent& overview& of& natural&
information& processes& that& intersected&with& computer& science.”& Denning/A's& conclusion&was:&
“The&old& lament&that&computing&dealt&solely&with&artificial& information&processes&went&by&the&
wayside.”&Gelenbe&went& further,& arguing:& “Evolution& itself& can&be& viewed&as& a& computational&
process&whose&outcome&is&to&seek&to&continually&optimize&a&living&species&to&the&conditions&of&
their&environment&and&to&other&species&that&share&the&same&environment.”&He&went&on&to&give&
examples&of&“the&computation&that& is& inherent& in&chemistry,natural&selection,&gene&regulatory&
networks,& and& neuronal& systems.”& Rosenbloom& agreed:& “The& earlier& emphasis& on& computers&
may& have& blinded& us& to& the& existence& of& natural& forms& of& computing.& Now&we& can& see& that&
various&forms&of&computing&are&already&embodied,&for&example,&within&living&organisms.”&
Rosenbloom&followed&this&argument&against&a&distinction&between&natural&and&artificial&science&
with& two&additional& counterarguments.& “First,& the&distinction&between&natural&and&artificial& is&





are& knowable& and& comprehensible.& We& can& discover& these& laws& and& learn& to& use& them& to&
understand&what&has&already&happened,&what&is&currently&happening—and&most&importantly—
what& is&going&to&happen.&This& is&called& ‘prediction.’”&This& focus&on&prediction&mirrored&that&of&











that& computer& science& artifacts& are& created& by& humans.& Sjøberg& emphasized& “software&
development&is&a&human&activity&carried&out&in&organizations”&(which&are&also&human&activities).&
Humans&are&not&arbitrary,&but&rather&behave&and&create&artifacts&with&structures&deriving&from&
those& in& their& brains,& structures& that& arose& out& of& inherent& psychological& abilities& and&
limitations,& which& themselves& arose& out& of& biological& processes& such& as& evolution,& which&
themselves& arose& out& of& organic& chemical& processes,& which& themselves& arose& out& of&
fundamental&physical&processes.&Humans&are&of&nature&and&thus&their&tools&and&artifacts&are&of&
nature.&&
Rosenbloom& concluded,& “It& is& time& to& put& the& final& nails& in& the& coffin& of& the& argument) from)
artificiality,& that&computing& isn’t&a&true&science&because&it&studies&artificial&rather&than&natural&
phenomena.”&
Rosenbloom& went& further:& “If& computing& is& science,& where& does& it& fit& in& the& traditional&
taxonomy&of&the&physical,&life,&and&social&sciences?&Conceivably&it&could&sit&within&one&or&more&
of& the& three& existing& domains;& however,& its& core& subject& matter,& of& information& and& its&







Consider& the& term& “theory.”& In& the& mathematical& perspective& a& theory& is& a& collection& of&
mathematical&objects&and&theorems&about&those&objects.&Examples&are&asymptotic&complexity&




In& the& engineering& perspective,& computer& science& attempts& to& derive& systems,& algorithms,&







cheaper,& more& functional.& As& an& example,& McGeoch& and& Moret& mentioned& four& Dagstuhl&
workshops&on&"algorithm&engineering."&




McGeoch& made& “a& distinction& between& ‘empirical,’& which& relies& primarily& on& observation& of&
algorithms&in&realistic&scenarios—analogous&to&a&field&experiment&in&the&natural&sciences—and&
‘experimental,’& which& emphasizes& systematic& manipulation& of& test& parameters,& more& like& a&
laboratory&experiment.”&Moret&shared&the&following:&“I&got&a&sense&that&most&of&my&colleagues&
in& both& the& U.S.& and& Europe& felt& that& empirical& had& negative& connotations—what& came& into&
their& minds& was& something& like& ‘ad& hoc’—whereas& experimental& had& neutral& to& positive&
connotations—it& brought& to& mind& something& much& more& systematic& and& thorough.& This&
perception&does&not&really&agree&with&the&formal&definitions&of&the&two&words.”&His&observation&
points&back&to&McGeoch's&characterization.&Hence&the&Journal)of)Experimental)Algorithmics.&






analytic.”& The& term& has& a& formal,& mathematical& undertone& that& may& be& confused& with& the&
mathematical&perspective.&
One& major& problem& with& using& either& of& the& terms& empirical& or& experimental& is& that& the&
engineering& perspective& utilizes& experiments& extensively& to& judge& improvement& of& novel&













Denning/A&mentioned& “performance&modeling& and& prediction& [as]& exemplifying& the& ideals& of&














Sjøberg& enumerated&many& theories& resulting& from&empirical& software& research.& “Examples& of&
theories,& also& called&models,& are& Human& Information& Processing& (HIP)&models,& the&Model& of&
Personal& Computer& Utilization& (MPCU),& the& Technology& Acceptance& Model& (TAP),& and& the&
Theory& of& Planned& Behavior& (TPB).& Although& their& origin& is& not& within& the& field& of& software&
research,& they&have&been&successfully&applied&or&been& the&basis& for&other& theories&or&models&
proposed&in&our&field.&Examples&of&such&theories&...&are&theories&of&program&understanding&and&
comprehension,& a& theory& of& coordination& in& software& engineering,& a& model& of& inspection&
processes,&a&model&of&complexity&of&delegation,&and&economic&models&for&the&business&value&of&
a& development& process.”& He& also& listed& some& important& results& from& that& kind& of& research:&
Carefully&controlled&experiments&have&shown&that& skill& level&and& task&complexity&are&stronger&
predictors&of&pair&programming&performance;&there&were&no&strong&indications&that&personality&
had& any& effect.& “Inspections& are& consistently& shown& to& reduce& errors& ...& Wellaapplied& design&


















students.”& She& noted& the& National& Science& Teachers& Association& and& the& National&Math& and&
Science&Initiative&are&partners& in&the&effort&to&increase&participation.&(Both&groups&we&imagine&
would& enthusiastically& support& Andersen's& injunction& to& choose&math& in& high& school,& in& part&
because&“math—or,&at&least,&mathematical&understanding—is&a&prerequisite&for&understanding&
computing.”)&This& raises& the&possibility& that&by&emphasizing& the&science&perspective&as&a&core&
part& of& the& discipline& of& computer& science,& there&may& be& increased& interest& in& our& discipline&




computer& science& education& at& both& levels.”& She& went& on& to& assert& that& “experimental&




scientific& principles& that& ...& are& not& traditionally& covered& in& introductions& to& computing.”& He&
continued,& “These& are& pretty& deep,& fundamental& ideas& that& come&about& naturally& in& a&Media&
Computation&context,&and&students&really&do&engage&in&that&part&of&the&course.&The&point&of&the&
context&is&to&explain&to&the&students&why&they&should&care&about&those&principles.”&Rosenbloom&
gave& several& examples& of& how& both& computing& specifically& and& in& integration&with& the& three&












traditional& scientists& did& not& recognize& computational& processes& as& natural& processes.& Even&
though& much& of& the& early& energy& of& the& field& was& devoted& to& building& systems& and&
understanding& their& theoretical& limits,& the& field& developed& two& important& scientific& theories.&
The& theory&of& locality& studied&memory& reference&patterns&of& computations&and& the& theory&of&
performance& evaluation& validated& queueing& network& models& for& reliable& performance&
predictions&of&computer&systems.&
Second,& there& is& a& growing& consensus& today& that&many& of& the& issues&we& are& studying& are& so&
complex& that& only& an& experimental& approach& will& lead& to& understanding.& The& symposium&
documents& advances& in& algorithmics,& biology,& social& networking,& software& engineering,& and&
cognitive&science&that&use&empirical&methods&to&answer&important&questions.&
Third,&scientists&in&many&fields&now&recognize&the&existence&of&natural&information&processes&in&








Sixth,& because& information& processes& are& pervasive& in& all& fields& of& science,& computing& is&
necessarily& involved& in& all& fields,& and& computational& thinking& has& been& accepted& as& a& widely&
applicable& problemasolving& approach.& Many& students& are& now& selecting& computer& science&
majors&because&it&preserves&their&flexibility&in&choosing&a&career&field&later.&
Finally,& computing&presented&as& science& is& very&engaging& to&middle&and&high& school& students,&
belying& the& unfortunate& and& prevalent& notion& that& computer& science& equals& programming.& A&
growing&number&of&STEM&teachers&are&embracing&these&new&methods.&
&
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